


The Civil War was a time of great religious 
diversity, seeing the birth of dozens of new 

religious sects. As many people began to 
question the status quo they sought out 

tribes who shared their beliefs. 

Play this fun quiz to find who you might 
have followed.  



DO YOU RESPECT 
TRADITIONAL AUTHORITY 

FIGURES?

YES NO



HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT 
CLOTHES?

BIRTHDAY 
SUIT FTW

HAPPY 
TO WEAR 

THEM



ARE YOU HAPPY FOR 
WOMEN TO BE IN CHARGE?

YES NO



CAN YOU FLOAT?

YES NO



WHAT WOULD YOU DO TO 
YOUR ENEMIES?

CURSE THEM!

REST SAFE IN THE 
KNOWLEDGE 
THAT THEY’RE 

ALREADY 
DAMNED TO HELL



WOULD YOU SAY YOU’RE A 
BIT OF A REBEL THOUGH?

YEAH, I LIKE 
TO ROCK THE 

BOAT A LITTLE NO



DO YOU FIND SILENCE 
UNCOMFORTABLE?

YES NO



ARE YOU A FAN OF 
INCENSE?

YES NO



CLICK FOR MORE



Probably the strangest and craziest of all the 
sects to rise up in the 17th century, the Ranters
believed that sin was just a human construct 

and decided to take it upon themselves to 
normalize ‘sinful’ behaviour by engaging in free 
love, and as much drinking, swearing, smoking 

and nudity as they could! 

PLAY  AGAIN



CLICK FOR MORE



Sorry, looks like you might be a witch! If suspected 
you’re likely to be burned at the stake and if you’ve got 
a cat, any extra nipples or live alone your chances are 

even worse! Don’t think you’re safe just because you’re 
a man either, while most of the people killed for 

witchcraft in England were female there were some 
men and in Iceland,  95% were male! 

PLAY  AGAIN



CLICK FOR MORE



PLAY  AGAIN

17th century Quakers weren’t much like those you’d 
find today. They got their name from the extreme 
religious trances they were known to experience 

which reportedly would make their whole body quake! 
They were also known to run around naked, refused to 
pay their taxes and believed all earthly authority was 

corrupt but they were very progressive in encouraging 
female preachers. 



CLICK FOR MORE



PLAY  AGAIN

Muggletonians (possibly the inspiration for JK 
Rowling’s muggles) had some very strong and 

unusual beliefs! Led by Lodowick Muggleton, they 
were known to curse people, thought that God was a 

man between 5 and 6 feet tall and that heaven was 
located exactly 6 miles above earth. They discussed 

these ideas at informal meetings in local pubs.  



CLICK FOR MORE



PLAY  AGAIN

While some puritans left for America before the 
Civil War, those that stayed, like Oliver 

Cromwell, were very opposed to the flashy 
excesses of the King’s ‘high church’! Their way 
of life was simple, modest and traditional and 
they were largely against frivolities like sport 

on Sundays and even Christmas!  



CLICK FOR MORE



PLAY  AGAIN

While Grindletonians were dissenters, meaning 
that they disagreed with the church as it was in 

the 17th century, they believed in conforming 
outwardly and respecting authority. 

Grindletonians thought that by living a sin-free 
life, heaven could be attained on earth. 



CLICK FOR MORE



PLAY  AGAIN

Seekers were a peaceful sect who respected 
other religions and embraced other ideas. Their 

meetings were largely silent affairs held in 
their own homes or plain chapels. They 

believed that the holy spirit was equal in all 
people and were happy for women to preach. 



CLICK FOR MORE



PLAY  AGAIN

Catholics were all about ceremony. Services were 
colourful and stylish with rich, fragrant incense. They 
believed that the Pope was the ultimate authority on 
Earth and when the King married a French Catholic 

Queen, people were dismayed that the King, 
previously thought of as God’s authority, was bowing 

down to the Pope. This was one of the major causes of 
the War. 



CLICK FOR MORE



PLAY  AGAIN

Like a good, law-abiding citizen you’re an unquestioning 
follower of the Church of England! While both 

Roundheads and Royalists were generally followers of 
this Church, the Roundheads were mostly unhappy with 

how flashy the church was getting and rejected the 
‘style over substance’ that they saw as more Catholic. 
Royalists were happy to indulge and followed the King 

obediently.  


